Peace ceremonies
Peace ceremonies

2014 – the A-bombing of Hiroshima in the world mass culture
2015 – 10 facts about the A-bombing of Hiroshima
2016 – the reconstruction of Hiroshima
Japanese Cupboard

2013-2016 Japanese School Alternative Festival (Schaf = Rus. “Cupboard”)
Here you can... play

...snack

...do some sword-fighting

...listen to a lecture

Japanese Cupboard
Japanese Cupboard

A Quiz on Hiroshima
IYCPF 2012, Volgograd

more than 60 participants from 10 countries
IYCPF 2012, Volgograd

- “What Do We Do for Peace?” presentations
- Evening of National Cultures
- Joint Communique discussion
Volgograd
Stalingrad battle

common tragic destiny

Hiroshima
Atomic Bombing
IYCPF prospects

- Perfect starting point for twin-cities to promote peace on the international level.
- Involvement of young people, being the next generation to develop the world, will give a hope for a prosperous future.
Experience of IYCPF 2012
Meaning of P.E.A.C.E.

- **P** – is for Past
- **E** – is for Education ¥ Environment
- **A** – is for Action
- **C** – is for Culture
- **E** – is for what do you think?
Group discussions
IYCPF 2016 Volgograd
Sharing the experience